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INTRODUCTION

Miss D'souza rubs her nose as her specks annoy her; she calls out to Shanta Bhai. “I am leaving for work; please make sure you do the 

vegetable shopping today, as I will be getting late.” Shanta Bhai mutters & just nods. “Oh god, I will have to go and bargain with these 

bhajiwala's because madam is so particular about the price.” Then she realized actually it's not such a bad thing, a new supermarket is 

open nearby. “I'll go there, roam in the mall and also shop in convenience of AC and no bargaining also. Grocery shopping will actually be 

fun!” In the supermarket, she realized they had good price bargains and was thrilled. She was going to earn some brownie points with Ms 

D'souza for purchasing at such cheap rates.

Our very own Shanta Bhai signifies the Indian consumer of today who wants the right price, ambience and good quality all under one roof. 

The lifestyle and mindset-change of the Indian customer has led to a spur in the retail industry with the total private consumption in 2006 

clocking Rs.20,000 billion according to the Indian Retail Report 2007. The retail industry is a sector of the economy that is comprised of 

individuals and companies engaged in the selling of finished products to end user consumers. Multi-store retail chains in are both 

publicly traded on the stock exchange and privately owned.

At the moment “organised retail” accounts for a mere 7% of the country's $470 billion retailing business—a far lower share than in other 

countries. Most Indians do their shopping at the millions of kirana shops, small independent outfits that are often not much more than a 

hole in the wall, or buy from handcart hawkers and street vendors. 

India ranks fourth globally for retail development on the 2011 Global Retail Development Index (GRDI), a study by global management 

consulting firm A.T. Kearney. Meanwhile, China's retail development ranking took a dramatic fall from first in 2010 to sixth place in 2011. 

China's drop in the rankings (to where it now ranks below Kuwait) is quite surprising considering the country's impressive growth 

statistics. So why the big fall? Differences in demographics are a significant factor separating the two countries, with India's young 

population holding great future potential.

India is currently in what demographers call the “sweet spot,” when the dependency ratio is low, resulting in a society with a huge 

population of people aged 15-65. For retailers, this sweet spot means a healthy stock of consumers poised to spend on a wide range of 

goods. Given that India's demographic advantage and liberalization of foreign investment into its retail sector is changing, the Indian 

market now represents an additional investment challenge and opportunity for global retailers used to high returns in China. The 

phenomena of having both markets of over 1 billion consumers each developing within 20 years is unprecedented, and retailers and their 

supplier alike should be scrambling to take advantage of the Asian consumer boom these markets represent.

I have been toying with the idea of profiling the RETAIL ICONS of INDIA and am presenting the same to you. The 3 factors I have 

considered in the listing are:

a) Mind Share, which indicates the power inside the minds of the consumers.

b) Market share, which shows the power in a certain market in terms of consumers' actual buying behavior.

c) Commitment share, which indicates the power in encouraging consumers to buy that brand in the future.
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New perspectives on business

What’s
HOT 

People

A new set of attributes are emerging that define 
today’s professionals. Flexible, multi - channel and 
value - oriented, it is incumbent on organizations to 
align themselves with these attributes if they are to 
improve productivity, recruit talent and compete 
successfully. Does your organizational model reflect 
the attributes of your people? 

Sustainability

Sustainability is shifting from being a fashionable “nice 
to have” to a non - negotiable requirement. Increasingly 
your company’s sustainability credentials are being 
measured alongside more traditional performance 
indicators by customers, employees and investors alike. 
As a result, the new strategies and processess that are 
emerging present a host of new opportunities

Strategy

Businesses must cultivate agility - the ability to adapt 
quickly to or even anticipate and lead change. They 
must develop deep differentiating capabilities that 
enable them both to separate from competitors and 

shape -shift as industry models disrupt and rapidly 
change.

Innovation

Interconnevtivity is one of today’s key drivers of 
innovation. As advancing technologies increasingly 
make information processing throughly integrated into 
our everyday lives, entirely new businiess models 
have emerged that leverage data and social networks. 
What will be the impact of this disruptive force on your 
business?

Entrepreneurship

Whether pitching an idea, launching a product or 
founding a company, success tends to come to those 
who create something with meaning beyond the sum 
of its parts. In doing s you engage investors, 
employees and customers in ways that wouldn’t be 
possible if money was your only goal. And the capital, 
more often than not, follows.  

Marketing

One of the key challenges today is how to exist in the 
lives of your customers. The connectivity enabled by 
new technologies heralds an age of participation and 
collaboration, where products are co-created and 
brands build bonds with people through values. How 
you adapt to htis shift will dertermine the future 
success of your business.   

Leadership

To lead successfully today, you must increasingly be 
capable of mobilizing informal structures within your 
organization and building new, flexible, fluid 
management systems. Leaders need to be able to tap 
into the values , behaviors, myths and cultural norms 
that are the hidden drivers of organizational life.

Global Trends

Under pressure from markets to bring down debt and 
create a climate of economic growth, western 
governments are facing a plethora of economic and 
political dilemmas. The European debt crisis, a vitriolic 
political climate in the US, and the impact of emerging 
economies will be critical in determining the global 
business environment in which you operate.  
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Mr. Gupta's association with BCC dates back to the mid 1990s, during the formative years of then, 'The Blues'. During those days, he acted as an external consultant 
to Mr. Dinesh Sehgal, proprietor of The Blues, guiding him towards acquiring a more futuristic approach for his company.

Things changed as soon as The Blues decided to shed off its 'family-backed' image to pick up a more contemporary and professional identity. It has been a concerted 
approach between the visionary Mr. Sehgal and the workaholic Mr. Gupta to passionately carve out a new identity for BCC and take it to newer heights of excellence. 
The incisive business knowledge of Mr. Gupta, gained through his long experience in the apparel industry, not only helped him to strategise the right moves to rope in 
leading international brands at BCC, but also to help the erstwhile Blues expand from a single level to a multi-level and eventually to a multi-location retail network. 

Mr. Gupta spear headed the entire corporatisation process of BCC which under his tenure grew from 15 Crore topline to a 200+ crore company. With a network of 
over 32 locations by 2010, BCC today has 3 stores for Gianni Versace ; 5 for Versace Collection ; 1 for Versace Home ; 5 for Corneliani and is amongst the leading 
players in the luxury business.

He is now in process of establishing LUXURY CONNECT which is India's first services based company with a focus on luxury education ; luxury consulting and 
sourcing as well as luxury e-commerce.

Mr. Abhay Gupta has spent a large part of his childhood days growing up in Kolkata. After completing his schooling from Central School (Fort William) at Kolkata, he 
pursued a degree in Marine Engineering from DMET, Kolkata. He then started his career out in the sea, back in 1978. Later he moved out of the monotonous marine life 
and pursued an MBA through a distance-learning program at Ghaziabad. The business acumen developed through this phase of his life, helped him to move into a 
more dynamic ready to wear industry and he joined Stencil Apparel Brands in 1990. From there he moved on to become the Vice President (Operations) at KB+T 
(now known as Givo). 

Mr. Gupta believes that the Indian retail industry has seen an upward boom in the past decade or so. However, within the overall retail scenario, luxury has evolved into 
an independent segment. Advent of spaces like Emporio has upgraded the retail space offering in totality and even an economic slowdown could not completely slow 
down the growth considerably. He feels that in this era of market capitalisation, bigger retailers would try to consolidate their positions by expanding further on or 
acquiring smaller players. 

Abhay Gupta

Executive Director
Blues Clothing Company Ltd. 

Mr. Anshuman Singh is currently the Managing Director &CEO of India's first IT enabled, fully integrated supply chain management company – Future Supply 
Chain Solutions Limited. He has been closely associated with Mr. Kishore Biyani for a decade and is a Member on the Group Executive Board of the Future 
Group. 

In a career spanning eighteen years, he has successfully created organizations from inception and then led them on a high growth path through meticulous 
strategy, planning and execution. He has worked in all facets of the value chain across several industry segments such as Discrete Manufacturing, Durables, 
Textiles, Retail and Supply Chain in companies of repute like Grasim, H&R Johnson, Bombay Dyeing, Pantaloon and Welspun Retail. He has the rare 
combination of having successfully led organizations as the CEO in the fields of Retail as well as Supply Chain – both extremely high growth segments in India 
and also inter related to each other.

He is a member of several Retail committees of various management bodies in the country as well a member of several Logistics committees in organizations 
such as CII and FICCI. He is a speaker at various forums of Retail as well as Supply Chain.

Anshuman Singh

Managing Director & Chief Executive Officer
Future Supply Chain Solutions. 
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Ajit Joshi has been a part of Retail and Hospitality industry both in India and internationally for over 20 years of his career, specializing in areas of business 
management, operations strategy, channel development and property management

Ajit has handled a number of portfolios, such as, Spotless Services, Orion Capital Pvt. Ltd., ITC Hotels Ltd. and Les Roches

He has also been the Project Manager at the 2000 Sydney Olympics

He was working with Shopper’s Stop  as Vice President, Operation prior to joining Infiniti Retail Ltd

Ajit Joshi is an MBA from the Melbourne Business School,  studied at Cornell University, done his Hotel Management from Les Roches-Bluches, Switzerland 
and from Institute of Hotel Management, Mumbai

Ajit loves travelling, to new and old destinations & is a complete ‘Foodie’ enjoying all kinds of cuisines

Ajit Joshi 

Managing Director & CEO  
Infiniti Retail Ltd. 

There was a time, when it was a foregone conclusion that a son born in a business family would naturally be a businessman and would not be expected to have any 
formal academic training to occupy the chair of the head of that business house. Well, there are exceptions and Ajay Ramesh Gupta happens to be one of those 
exceptions.

thBorn on 11   February 1972, in the flourishing business house of Ramesh Chandra Gupta (Late Shri Aditya Prakash Gupta, the ever helpful & aware citizen of Khar 
was Ajay's Grandfather), Ajay was encouraged to pursue  academic training, right from his childhood, with full focus on education, Ajay finished his schooling in 
Sacred Heart Boy's School and went to NMIMS from where he got a degree in commerce as well as MBA, well armed with the formal education, Ajay was personally 
trained by his father, Ramesh Gupta in areas of business administration, corporate secretarial functions, corporate governance legal & financial areas and human 
resource development. Ajay's father was extremely courteous, humble person and struck bonds of friendship with all the customers, the quality that Ajay inherited 
and preserved carefully, the same quality now in his assets and serves him in his present responsibilities. Garnering wide experience, in the planning   and executing 
projects, motivating various events and promotional activities, while carrying multiple responsibilities as Managing Director  of KSL & Industries Limited, Ajay has 
embarked  on major growth plan in the fields of   Hotels, IT Parks, Real Estate Development, Malls, Industrial Infrastructures and Logistics, Business Centres & Textile 
Parks. This experience and courteous nature has helped him in Retailers Co-ordination, Advertising, Media Planning, Publicity Campaign, Responding to complaints 
and handling grievances and also to build and maintain positive relationship with customers and guests – in fact the customers  naturally become friends in the Gupta 
house. 

Currently Ajay Gupta serves on the Board of Directors of KSL Industries Limited, Eskay Knit India Limited, Krishna Knitwear Technology Limited, K-Lifestyle and 
Industries Limited, Tayal Energy Limited and Ginger Enterprises Limited.

At the same time he has stepped in to the area of acquisition of Sick Textiles units and their revival, domestic fund raising transactions worth over INR 10000 Millions, 
and has also focused on debt funding, across industries like power, Real Estate and Textile, Financial Profit abilities, projects, valuation, Sensitivity and Ratio Analysis 
and possible exit options. 

Ajay values his upbringing which gave priority to Education and Human values, so it is but natural that Ajay and his well educated wife Darshana (A Nirmala Niketan 
Graduate) concentrate on the education of their two children at the same time calculating the family values in the kids too.  

Ajay Ramesh Gupta

Managing Director  
KSL And Industries Ltd.
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Well known for his passion and innovative marketing efforts in promoting India positively for both the inbound and domestic travel segments, Arjun Sharma is the Managing Director of 
Select Group – a diversified business house.

The Select Group was formally created in 2002, after having disinvested SITA World Travel to Kuoni Resien, Switzerland. Drawing on the strengths of running India's largest and most 
successful travel venture, The Sharma Family for the next two years focused on repositioning the Select Hotels brand.  Setting up the two unique resorts under the Select Hotels has been 
also spearheaded by him with India's first all inclusive boutique resort; Heritage Village Club, Goa operation in 1997 and a palatial resort; Heritage Village, Manesar strategically 
constructed on the Delhi – Jaipur highway in close proximity of the international airport operational in 1994.

In 2004, the family toiled with the idea of developing a world class retail shopping centre, sowing the seeds for creating Select Citywalk. 

In 2005 the group Managing Director, Arjun Sharma joint a team of India's top Travel professionals at Le Passage to India. Taking Le Passage to the global platform he inked a 50:50 joint 
venture with TUI Travel- The World's Largest Integrated Travel Management Company. Today Le Passage to India is India's No.1 Destination Management Company bringing highest 
number of tourists to India.  The Company has also forayed into India's huge domestic and outbound tourists through TUI India.

2007 saw the opening of the Family's dream project Select Citywalk –in the heart of South Delhi, voted for three consecutive years as India's Most Admired Shopping Centre.  Select 
Citywalk today is the most admired retail development of the country, a 100% lease model.  Future plans include the expansion of retail for ownership and management.

Arjun's other diverse business portfolio spreads to the private equity domain with biotechnology, Gelato Vinto ice creams and Publishing.  The flame of his endeavors as a silent 
philanthropist keeps glowing in the path towards education & welfare for several under privileged children in NCR.

Current Positions Held 
Managing Director – Le Passage to India
Managing Director – Select Hotels
Director – Select Infrastructure

Arjun Sharma

Director 
Select CityWalk

Arun Barathi, COO , DDFS was one of the founding team members to join the team ; which created India's largest and most successful Duty Free Retail 

experience. Prior to this Arun was CEO of IDFS   for 5 years and was instrumental in taking the company to becoming the best and largest in-flight sales retailer 

in the country.  Arun is innovative and keen believer of process oriented methodology to excel. Prior to IDFS and DDFS ; Arun worked for over 7 years in Europe 

and associated with leading management consulting Firms called Hexxacaom  and leading e-commerce venture called E-India .bitz. Arun has completed his 

Masters in Business Management from  London from Unv of Lincolnshire and Humberside, UK . Arun is Bachelor of Engineering in Electrical and Electronics 

from Madurai Kamaraj University,India

Arun Barathi

Chief Operating Officer
Delhi Duty Free Services Pvt. Ltd. 
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Atul is Vice President-Retail at Apollo Pharmacy, India's largest pharmacy chain with over 1,250 retail outlets across India. He has over 15 years of experience 
in business strategy & retail operations. At Apollo Pharmacy, Atul heads the strategic initiatives in retail businesses, merchandising functions, development of 
private labels and rollout responsibilities for the new outlets. Prior to Apollo, Atul lead the Hyderabad practice of KSA-Technopak, wherein he advised both 
greenfield as well as established retail businesses. Atul is a MBA from Indian Institute of Foreign Trade, New Delhi and has Bachelor's in Commerce from Delhi 
University. 

Atul Ahuja

Vice President-Retail
Apollo Pharmacy

Bijou has been associated with marquee brands in the Fast moving consumer products and consumer durables industry for over 29 years.  In his stint with Titan 
Industries, he helped build powerful brands in the Watch and Jewellery Industry like Titan, Fastrack, Sonata, Tanishq etc and also create India's largest exclusive 
brand retail chains.  His association with the development of Indian retail is over 20 years.  In his current stint with Reliance Retail, he is at the forefront of one of the 
most ambitious retail ventures ever which has the potential to dramatically transform the Indian retail landscape.  

Bijou is a prolific speaker on behavioral insights and retail.  He has been associated with the IRF since its inception and has significantly contributed to its 
development.  In addition, he has also been associated with the World Retail Congress since its inception as a speaker, member of its Advisory board as well as the 
Grand Jury for selection of the world retail award winners.

In addition to retail industry forum, he is also a member of the National Retail committee of FICCI & CII, State Council of CII and Governing boards of various academic 
institutions

Bijou Kurien

President & Chief Executive(Lifestyle)
Reliance Retail

Mr BK Gupta is the founder and chairman of GKB Lens Pvt Ltd, having lifestyle optical retail stores by brand name GKB Opticals. 
GKB is a pioneer in the Indian optical industry since 1959. It has kept pace with the global advancements in eye care products and services. GKB's well trained 
associates and caring professionals deliver the best eye care practices with the help of latest technology. Today GKB has emerged in India as the largest optical 
retail chain to offer the best possible eye care at an affordable price.GKB also boasts of the largest online eyewear store of India at www.gkboptical.com

B K Gupta

Founder & Chairman
GKB Lens Pvt. Ltd.
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Mr. Darpan Kapoor, Managing Director, Kapsons, conceptualized the concept of retailing leading fashion brands to the citizens of North India in 1989 with the first 

Kapsons Store in Chandigarh and has pioneered the concept for the last 21 years. He is marching ahead, earning goodwill across the retail industry and crossing 

milestones with the successful opening of his newest stores in Delhi and Jammu. With a rich experience and strong learning, he has provided a vital input to the 

growth and success of the company. His marketing expertise, administrative skills and foresightedness has made the group reach a turnover of over INR 300 crores. 

With an upbeat persona, hard work and passion to excel and grow, he motivates his team who is standing strong besides him for more than two  decades. His rich 

experience and strong learning has provided a vital input to the growth and success of the company.

Darpan Kapoor 

Managing Director 
Kapsons

An IIT -IIM graduate with interests as diverse as mountaineering and event management after having worked with the Global Markets Group at Standard 
Chartered Bank, Singapore co- founded Red Ginger Hospitality India Ltd alongwith his wife Neha Ahuja in 2007. He left his cushy job to do something he was 
passionate about- having a Restaurant of his own. Organised Retail had  just started to grow in the country in 2007  and Gaurav could clearly sense the huge 
opportunity that it posed as there was no national restaurant brand in India.

The first restaurant was started in 2007 and Gaurav hasn't looked back since then. With 24 operational outlets and 27 in the pipeline in India and the United 
States, he has set Red Ginger Hospitality on the national retail map in a short span of 4 years.  Gaurav  is a prominent and regular speaker at TiE, India Retail 
Forum, Asia Retail Congress,Franchising Expos amongst others. Known for his participative style of leadership, Gaurav has been able to craft a very seasoned 
senior management team at Red Ginger Hospitality, which is making waves in the hospitality industry in India

Having recently been awarded as “One of the most inspiring entrepreneurs of recent times” by IIM Lucknow, Gaurav's company Red Ginger Hospitality India 
Limited has been rated as India's fastest growing Quick Service Restaurant chain by CNBC TV18.-India's leading business channel.

Gaurav Ahuja

Chief Operating Officer  
Red Ginger Hospitality Pvt. Ltd. 
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Founder of JadeBlue Lifestyle India Ltd., Jitendra Chauhan has nurtured the brand, JadeBlue since 1995, taking a keen interest in every component of the 
company.
He started his journey in retail in 1981 and has over three decades of experience in every aspect of fashion retail industry. He is known for his keen sense of 
business, strategy and leadership.
A firm believer in the philosophy of 'Build a better mousetrap and the world will be beating a path to your door,' Jitendra Chauhan, has identified a segment for 
retail and ensured high value delivery. By being the only retailer focusing on men's fashion segment, JadeBlue has created a niche for itself. 
 
Jitendra Chauhan advocates 'personalized customer service' as one of the core values driving the brand.
While JadeBlue currently operates 13 stores in India, Greenfibre, another men's apparel brand created by Jitendra Chauhan has 27 stores, a combination of 
EBOs and shop-in-shop at malls in 20 cities across India. 

Jitendra Chauhan

Chairman & MD 
Jade Blue Lifestyles

Hetal Kotak - A Bachelor of Textile Technology has over 15 years of experience in the apparel segment. He has completed a Strategic Leadership Program with 
Michigan Ross School of Business and Brand Management course at Indian School of Business, Hyderabad.

Having started his career with “Arvind Mills Ltd”, Hetal has traversed through and experienced varied aspects of the lifestyle apparel business. During the early years 
of his career, his work priorities gave him an opportunity to extensively travel across the globe. He has been with the RAYMOND group since the past 6 years. Recently 
he has moved to Chennai as the “Chief Operating Officer” at “Colorplus Fashions Ltd” - one of the most recognized home-grown brands in Super-Premium Men's 
Apparel space established in 1993. Hetal has taken up the challenge to sharpen the positioning of the brand, revitalize the “Colorplus” brand & bring it on a high 
growth path.

Hetal has worked with brands like “Parx” and “Raymond  - Premium Apparel” & has been successful to move them to a sustainable path of high growth.  
“Parx” has become one of the most successful brands in its segment over past 3-4 years. A senior operations executive, Hetal has been successful at 
establishing the vision and strategies necessary to grow a branded apparel business. He has a successful track record of turning-around de-growing 
businesses.

Hetal Kotak

Chief Operating Officer
Colorplus Fashion Ltd. 
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Kumar Vembu is the Founder & CEO of GoFrugal Technologies since Nov. 2004. GoFrugal Technologies, http://www.gofrugal.com specializes 
in retail, retail distribution and supply chain management solutions. GoFrugal solutions integrate computing, Web 2.0, mobile and SMS 
technologies to provide comprehensive automation and collaboration among the entire trade and supply chain ecosystem including 
suppliers, customers, partners, service providers, franchisor, franchisee, among others.

In a short span of 6 years, GoFrugal has established itself as the leader in retail business management solutions for the micro, small and 
medium enterprises in India.

Kumar Vembu is a co-founder of Zoho Corporation (www.zohocorp.com) and was the President & COO of the company from its inception since 
end of 2004. He has more than 20 years of experience in solution architecture, software engineering, product management in embedded 
systems, telecom and data networking, network management, retail and supply chain management. Prior to Zoho Corporation, Kumar co-
founded Vembu Systems.
 
Earlier in his career, Kumar has worked in the USA for Qualcomm & Intel Corporation and in India for HCL - Hewlett Packard and the TeNet 
group, IIT Madras. Kumar completed his B.E in Electronics and Communication from A.C. College of Engineering and Technology, 
Karaikudi.

Kumar Vembu

Founder & CEO
GoFrugal Technologies  

The team is lead by the young and dynamic Mr. Kamal Khushlani who has fashion in his genes and had the taste and eye for fashion at the young age of 24. 

Mr. Kamal Khushlani, born on 25th of September 1966 is a graduate in Commerce. Born & brought up in Mumbai he is possibly the least-visible personality in 

the fashion fraternity who has influenced more new fashion than one can imagine. 

Always first with new fashion that got adopted by the industry sometimes a season later, sometimes a year later. 

Self-taught fashion designer, brand strategist and futurologist. 

It's his vision and foresight that has always kept Mufti ahead of times and competition.

Firm believer in the wave of culture and fashion that will flow towards the West from India. 

Current Obsession: To help that wave along with Mufti in the lead.

Ambition: Making Mufti India's first fashion world brand. 

Kamal Khushlani

Director 
Credo Brands(Mufti) 
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Kunal manages the strategic vision, key business relationships, fundraising and growth plans for Snapdeal.com. An engineer from University of Pennsylvania, with a 
business degree from The Wharton School and an executive marketing program at Kellogg School of Management, Kunal has a variety of entrepreneurial 
experiences. Prior experiences also include product management and business development with Microsoft's emerging markets group, and at Deloitte Consulting as 
a consultant in the company's telecom practice in New York and Pennsylvania. 

Kunal was involved in various entrepreneurial ventures, which included launching of a leading consumer product brand that is sold in thousands of stores in the US. 
Kunal has won many accolades including QVC Consumer Innovation Award for a consumer product company. QVC is a $5 Billion home shopping channel in the US, 
owned by Comcast. 
  
Kunal is passionate about financial markets, cults, politics and Yoga. Whenever he has time he spends lot of time in reading about travel literature, business drama, 
Leonardo da Vinci, and is also extremely fond of backpacking through remote parts of the world.

Kunal Bahl

Chief Executive Officer 
Jasper Infotech Pvt. Ltd. (Snapdeal.com)

Kabir Lumba is the Managing Director of Lifestyle International (P) Ltd, leading retail chain in India. 
As Managing Director - Lifestyle International (P) Ltd, Mr. Lumba heads Indian businesses of Lifestyle, Home Centre, Bossini and Splash brands. He provides 

strategic direction to the Indian operations and simultaneously fosters initiatives to position Lifestyle as a leading retailer in India.
Mr. Kabir Lumba has been associated with the group for over 5 years and was appointed as Managing Director in 2009. He joined the group as President - Buying and 

Merchandising in May 2004 and also held the position of Executive Director. Prior to that, he was working as Chief Operating Officer with Proline India Limited and 

Pantaloon Fashions (India) Private Limited where he was leading buying and merchandising, operations and logistics. Kabir was COO of Proline from 1999 to Feb 

2004. He was also actively involved in the launch of Fila brand in India. 
With a penchant for sports and outdoor activities, Kabir enjoys playing squash during leisure.

Kabir Lumba

Managing Director 
Lifestyle International Pvt. Ltd.

A Mechanical Engineer with a Post Graduate Diploma in Management from the Indian Institute of Management , Bangalore.Over 25 years of Work Experience in 
Operations ,  Sales , Marketing and Retail.Over the last 8 years has been spearheading the Retail initiative at TTK Prestige Limited.Under his stewardship the 
company has 335 stores spread across 166 towns and two retail formats today .Today ' Prestige smart kitchen ' is India's largest kitchenware store with a 
projected turnover of Rs 180 crores for the year 2011-12.The retail initiative has been a catalyst for the companys growth and has paved the way for many tie 
ups with leading kitchenware brands across the globe .

K G Geogre

Vice President - Retail
Prestige Smart Kitchens 
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Shri M.S.Damle is the Executive Director (Retail) of Hindustan Petroleum Corporation Limited, a Fortune 500 Oil Refining & Marketing company in India. He has 

assumed responsibility effective February 16, 2009. Prior to this responsibility, he was holding the position of General Manager – Network Planning & Dynamic 

Pricing, HPCL.

Shri M.S.Damle has a rich and varied professional exposure across entire spectrum of petroleum retail functions and has held various key positions in streams of 

Lubricating Oils, Retail Marketing and Network Planning & Dynamic Pricing.

He is well known in the Oil Industry for his knowledge and expertise in the Lubricating Oil and petro-retailing. He was a core member of the team which is credited with 

the success of the separate Lubes SBU that was formed in the post-APM era. He has built the Lube distribution channel for the bazaar lubes trade under the 

independent lubes SBU which is now catering to 95% of HPCL lubes volumes to this segment. The state of the art Lube plant at Silvassa was also commissioned 

during his stint with the Lubes SBU.

M S Damle

Executive Director - Retail
HPCL

Mark Ashman joined HyperCITY Retail (India) Ltd., a leading hypermarket company of India as the Chief Executive Officer. Prior to this he was the CEO of Marks and 
Spencer Reliance India Pvt Ltd, where he was instrumental in the roll out of Marks & Spencer's retail strategy in India and establishing the JV between Marks & 
Spencer PLC and Reliance Retail. 

Educated in the UK, Mark has a vast retail experience ranging from retail operations, sales & marketing, merchandising and corporate communications. He has held 
senior retail leadership roles in the UK and internationally.

Mark is an intuitive retailer with his pulse on changing consumer needs. As a leader his strengths lies in his ability to build a highly motivated team. 

Mark Ashman

Chief Executive Officer
Hypercity Retail (India) Ltd

Mr. Kishore Bhatija also designated as CEO, Inorbit Malls has 27 years of work experience, 15 years of which were with the undivided Raheja Group first and 

later with the K Raheja Construction Group. A Chartered Accountant by profession, Mr. Bhatija's last assignment was with Emaar MGF Land .Ltd, where he 

served as Head-Business Development (West) across multiple verticals including Retail, Residential, Commercial, Hotel and Townships. Now, poised at the 

helm of the ambitious Inorbit Malls ship, Mr. Bhatija's sheer commitment and perseverance are sure to help Inorbit create a benchmark in the market. While his 

astute leadership and forward-looking vision will play a significant role in further building a favourable brand image nationwide.

Kishore Bathija

Chief Executive Officer
Inorbit Malls
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P S Rajiv

Head - Retail(EBOs) 
Arvind Ltd.

Spanning a career of 16 years, with experience across Industries such as

Airconditioning, Automotive Furnishing, Apparel and Fabric Retailing, Bespoke Tailoring Solutions; P S Rajiv is a Mechanical Engineer with a MBA in Marketing 

from the University of Madras

He started his career as a marketing Engineer with Blue Star Airconditioning handling Key Accounts and dealer channel. He worked for five years with 

Pantaloon Retail India heading various functions

such as Stock Servicing and Sales and Distribution heading the Franchisee

network. As the Head for Pantaloon Factory outlets he was instrumental in converting the discount format to an independent profit centre. Subsequently, he 

worked for 5 years with Raymond limited across various responsibilities as Head for Be: the designerwear foray, Head Company shops, Head Marketing-for the 

raymond shop network. He worked for 4 years with Reliance Industries in the Textile division for brand Vimal for the relaunch and retail revival. He also worked 

in the

Automotive fabric and performance fabrics division. Currently Head Retail at Textile division of Arvind Limited, he is launching The Arvind Store as a Pan india 

solution for Apparel, Fabric and Tailoring

needs. The key differentiator for the shop is customisation. The store boasts of Arvind Denim labs a unique concept that provides high style washed jeans 

customised and factorymade.

Nirmallya has over 17 years experience in Marketing & Business function. 

He started his career with P&G in and spent intial 5 yrs in channels & retail sales function. Thereafter a decade with WPP Group companies in Indialike Ogilvy, 
Bates-141WW & JWT in various facets of Marcom including Strategic planning, Rural marketing, roles from traditional mass mediums to new age 
communication mediums like digital media, retail, brand activation, & TTL communication.

During his decade long stint he has spent considerble time & energy in understanding & creating solutions for 

Mass Retail for client like HUL,ITC, Eveready,GPI ,Airtel, Shell,MTS etc. 

Multi Brand Retail & Brand Retail for Nokia,Weekender,Sony,Titan,Day Spa Brand Chandan Sparsh etc

For the last two years he is driving the Brand & Marketing function of Hariyali Kissan Bazaar, Retail arm of DCM Shriram Group.

He has been instrumental in driving the imagery change of the brand from a exclusive agri retailer to multi category retail outlet through rebranding the outlets 
to Hariyali Bazaar. 

Drove consumer behavior understanding to create promotional template unique to small town & village markets. He led the foundation for Hariyali First Loyalty 
Program, which has garnered over 1.5 lacs members within 5 months of its launch. Hariyali First program members are delivering over 60% of sales for 
Hariyali Bazaar and over 40% repeat buying pattern among shoppers.

 

Nirmallya Roychowdhury

Head - Branding & Marketing  
DSCL Retail 



Mr. Pranay Sinha is one of India's leading Shopping Centre professionals, with over 15 years of experience in the Shopping Centre Design, Development & 
Management space across South-East Asia and India. He is the Co-Founder & Managing Director of STARCENTRES, a Shopping Centre Development & 
Management company, with shopping centre projects underway, across India.
Co-founded together with former Citywalk colleague Ms. Shilpa Malik  and retail doyen Mr. Kishore Biyani, in 2008, STARCENTRES is an innovation led shopping 
centre development & management company, creating successful shopping places for different market segments, all driven by design, content and differentiation.
Its current projects, in various stages, include:

- 1MG Road, Bengaluru, an upscale downtown shopping centre 
- The Grand Venezia, Greater Noida, a 1.2m Sft. Tourism destination
- A large Luxury Mall in the NCR
- A Food & Outlet Village in the NCR
- Mid-sized Neighborhood centres in Amritsar, Kolkata, Siliguri, Khanna, Bhubaneshwar & Cuttack

He was formerly the President & CEO of Select Infrastructure Pvt. Ltd. (from 2004 to 2008), spearheading the development and management of Select CITYWALK, 
New Delhi, considered one India's most successful Shopping Centres, and awarded the “Most Admired Mall Of The Year” consistently since 2008, at the India 
Shopping Centre Forum. 
From 1999 to 2004 he was Head, Retail & Leisure Advisory, India, with global real estate services firm Jones Lang LaSalle (India), prior to which, he was Design 
Architect and later, Director, Development Consultancy, with Singapore & US based Retail Planning & design firm, CDG International Asia Pacific Pte. Ltd.
Called “The Mall Missionary” by CNBC, and featured in their popular programme, “Young Turks,” Mr.Sinha has been associated, in various capacities, with over 50 
shopping centre schemes across several countries.
Mr.Sinha is currently Vice Chairmain, CII Delhi State Council, past Co-Chairman of FICCI's National Retail Committee, a member of CII's National Retail Committee 
since 2004, the Retail Convener of CII's Delhi State Council and a Founder-Director of SCAI (Shopping Centre Association of India). 
He was awarded “Most Admired Shopping Centre Professional Of The Year” at the India Shopping Centre Forum 2008. He has contributed to several national 
dailies & trade publications, and guest lectures at various management institutions.

Pranay Sinha

Managing Director
Star Centers
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R.KANNAN is a leading consultant in the Retail Consultancy domain and is the President of RAMMS India Pvt. Ltd. 

With 42 years of experience in of working with big business houses in the country, he has consulted a wide range of clients on their retail strategy. 

Kannan has authored number of articles on the Indian Retail Scenario and also regularly teaches Retail Management at both national and international institutes. 

An IIM-A graduate, he has previously worked for companies like Blue Star, Brooke Bond and Network. 

R Kannan

President 
RAMMS India.
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Mr. Rajesh Jain is Director and Chief Executive Officer for Lacoste India, the India arm of the leading French lifestyle brand operating in more than 114 

countries. Mr. Jain has led Lacoste India's operations through a period of rapid expansion in the Indian market, which sees it on target to meet its goal of 

opening various brand outlets while keeping ethical values intact and stakeholder's interest on priority.

 

A Chartered Accountant and Company Secretary by qualification, Mr. Jain has, in a career spanning to about 20 years of managerial and business development 

experience across industries, earned a reputation for innovation and leadership, and is also well known for his keen business acumen and unique perspective 

on the retail industry.

Rajesh Jain

Director & CEO
Lacoste India
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If vision makes an enterprise, what makes a vision?

Ravi Modi, a first generation entrepreneur founded not just a brand; he re-invented a category - men's ethnic wear. Today, Manyavar is India's most valued 

men's ethnic wear brand - in fact, the largest of its kind in the world! The expansive global facility in the domain, the highest quality benchmarks and a retail 

presence spanning across 165 stores in India, Bangladesh and Middle East is testimony of a signature leadership. Manyavar has recently been profiled by 

Power Brands as one of the best 100 brands in the country.

Ravi Modi combined his pioneering attitude with a seamless aptitude in the domain - changing the rules of the game. He has recently been awarded the 

Youngest Jewel of Rajasthan among the doyens of Corporate India. Ravi Modi of course, celebrates Manyavar's success in shaping men's fashion even more.

Ravi Modi

Founder & MD
Vedant Fashions Pvt. Ltd. (Manyavar)  
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Mr.Sandeep Jain is very passionate about his Marketing skills and Retailing the Brands Montecarlo and Canterbury product range across the Country and overseas. 
By and large, he has been successful in promoting and expanding the same.

thMr.Sandeep Jain born on 24  December 1971 in an educated Punjabi family. He has done his Bachelors degree in Pharmacy in 1994 from Banglore 
University and Diploma in Business Management along with advanced courses in Export Import Management and Computer Applications. Apart from this education, 
he has done many Professional courses and attended many seminars and exhibitions on textile and related areas across the world.

Mr.Jain joined OWM after getting married to Ms.Ruchika (daughter of Mr.J.L.Oswal)  in 1996 as Vice President. With his complete devotion and 
commitment towards the business he was promoted to Executive Director. In   a short span of time by his endeavors the spindles were increased from 14000 to 
36000 at OWM to enhance the production of the yarn with the thrust on maintaining its quality.  Also, in short duration OWM yarns were recognized in domestic and 
International market and  was ranked Country's number one Hosiery Yarn. 

Having in expertise in Textile products, Marketing, Merchandising, Sourcing and Designing, Mr.Jain personally takes keen interest in R&D of OWM division 
as well. After his joining within few years, OWM ventured into new areas like Production of complete collections like T-Shirts, Trousers, Shirts, Jackets, Thermals, 
Denims, Shawls, Accessories etc. apart from Knitwear Garments. Leading all the aspects of the Marketing and planning process to design development and 
implementation of long and short term.

Marketing strategies for new and existing product line including forecasting that drives the market share growth of the Brand and improves profitability. By 
the efforts of Mr.Jain, OWM forayed in Retail Sector and in just three years achieved the target of opening of 151 Exclusive Brand Outlets and approx. 1000 Multi-
Brand Outlets along with Shop-in-Shop option across the country. His positive initiatives strengthen the Brand not only to expand its wings to Southern and Western 
parts of the Country but also developed strong Brand Equity. His sincere efforts have helped to achieve many landmarks. A few are as –

1. OWM is a Licensee of  AWI/Woolmark and certified with an  ISO 9001: 2000.
2. Awarded as Power Band by DFU Publication.
3. Awarded with “ Excellence in Retail Performance”.
4. Selected as number one Brand in Menswear in a survey conducted by IFM in 2009.   

Mr.Jain has a sharp business acumen to develop new initiatives to leverage existing core competence as well as focus on the future plans. His 
identification, evaluation and participation in Industry events have enabled Brand to strong its position and maintain visibility. He is a very Technology savvy person 
and was the first who implemented SAP and other ERP solutions in Retail to connect all the Outlets through IBM Power 6 Server with an additional BIT (Business 
Intelligence Tool).
Recently under his strong vision owm take one step to put 5MW Solar Power Project in Rajasthan and 5MW Wind Power Project in Tamilnadu and Karnataka.

Sandeep Jain

Executive Director
Oswal Woollen Mills Ltd. (Monte Carlo) 
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Sanjeev  Dhar is currently the Managing Director , Mettler-Toledo India ,based out of Mumbai HQ. METTLER TOLEDO is a global manufacturer and marketer of 
precision instruments for use in laboratory, industrial and food retailing applications. Prior to the current role, Sanjeev was the country head of Agilent 
Technologies for the Life Sciences and Chemical Analysis group in India and under his leadership the company attained market leader  position in the industry. 
He joined Mettler-Toledo India in March ,2011. Sanjeev has 30 + years experience in the domain of sales, marketing, service and general management across 
precision instrumentation industry.

Sanjeev Dhar

Managing Director
Mettler Toledo Pvt. Ltd. 
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Education: Bachelor of Engineering; MBA from NM Institute of Mgmt Studies, Bombay (1992 batch)
An industry expert in development of premium international brands in India, Shailesh is working for the last 5and half yrs as Chief Executive Officer of Tommy 
Hilfiger apparel business in India and with the recent acquisition of business by Tommy Hilfiger plc along with Arvind group, he has taken responsibility as CEO 
of the entire Tommy Hilfiger business in India.
Understanding that Indian business scene will get more internationalised, Shailesh has regularly pursued   international exposure and before joining Tommy 
Hilfiger business, he was the head of the Asia Pac Wholesale business of Benetton PLC, Italy based at Hong Kong and led the business of Benetton Group 
business in 12 countries of Asia Pac including Australia, Taiwan, Singapore, Thailand, Malaysia, Vietnam & Philippines.
Prior to Benetton PLC, Shailesh had worked for 13 years with the Madura Group. In a pioneering effort in India, he had set up the international brands business 
of Madura Garments and was responsible for strategic tie up with international brands for their entry into Indian mrkt. The efforts resulted in tie up with Esprit 
brand from Germany and he led Esprit launch in India in yr 2005. 
He had also handled the responsibility of all premium brands of Madura Garments (Louise Philippe / Van Heusen / Allen Solly) as the General Manager – 
Marketing.
In the last 5 yrs including the recession period of yr 2008/09, his team has grown business of Tommy Hilfiger remarkably well, both in terms of top line as well 
as in terms of profitability.
This success of Tommy Hilfiger in India has resulted in many recognitions for the team including 3 consecutive awards as 'The most admired premium 
lifestyle brand' in India from the prestigious industry organization IFF (Images Fashion Forum) in the last 3 yrs. 
In Nov08, he has been selected as executive committee member of 'India Fashion Alliance ' a respected industry organization with the objective of increasing 
fashion awareness and fashion consumption in India.
Shailesh has also been selected into the list of 'the top 10 young CEOs in India' (Business Today magazine selection in Feb2009) along with the earlier 
recognition by CNBC TV channel with selection into 'The Young Turks in India' series in Apr2008.

Shailesh Chaturvedi

Chief Executive Officer
Tommy Hilfiger (India) Ltd.
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Mr. Sanjeev Mohanty is currently the Managing Director for the United Colors Of Benetton, India and additional P&L responsibility for Asean and Australia 
region. With extensive experience of more than 15 years, Mr. Mohanty is a visionary leader and a strategist, leading Benetton India to become one of the hottest 
selling brands today in the Indian Market. He has brought Benetton India to the forefront in a big way such that the Benetton business model today gets 
emulated by the entire fashion apparel industry at large. He lead a highly motivated team of professionals to grow Benetton India from a 160 million$ business 

1/2in 5  years at the helm of affairs.

A post graduate in Apparel Marketing and Merchandising from National Institute of Fashion Technology, India the most premier fashion technology education 
schools of the country. Mr. Mohanty defines passion for high fashion. Within the group, he is the youngest CEO ever when he took over the mantle of 
leadership of the India Business Unit.

A fast tracker in his professional career, Mr. Mohanty has previously been associated with leading companies in the apparel retail space, including Madura 
Garments, Levis Strauss & co., Jay Gee Group and Proline Sportswear. His areas of specialization include leading business strategy, merchandising and 
organizational transformation in a complex business environment with focus on high end fashion apparel, including core. He is passionate about living 
customer insights and managing a high growth franchisee model with power and highly motivated partners towards building the brand in the market.

Mr. Mohanty was part of the Outstanding Business Leadership program in his previous organization. He has attended several strategy progarms including 
Strategic Brand Management workshop organized by Harvad Business School

Sanjeev Mohanty

Managing Director 
Benetton India Pvt. Ltd.
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A Science Graduate from University of Mumbai majoring in Chemistry ,with a Post Graduate Diploma in Management from the same university ,Sudhir  has 
been an accomplished Sales & Marketing Professional  with well over 30 years of rich experience in Industries such as FMCG (Unilever in India, Gillette India , 
Godfrey Phillips India Limited –an associate of Philip Morris), Consumer Durables (Titan Watches, Blow Plast Ltd –VIP Luggage) and Retail (Shopper's Stop 
Limited , Reliance Industries Limited)
Having started his  professional career with a brief stint in advertising ,he  has spent a fairly large part of his career so far in Brand Management, Sales 
Management and Retailing .The highlights of his career till now, have been the pioneering efforts that he has put in the areas of Sales Promotion with 
companies like Godfrey Phillips India Limited (an associate of Philip Morris) and Gillette, & for more than a decade so far in organized retail and Franchising; He 
has contributed significantly to the retail might of brands like 'TITAN' watches &' VIP'luggage. To that extent he can be called one of the select few true blooded, 
organized retail professionals in the country with matching experiences and achievements to boot. Sudhir has worked extensively in Trade Sales ;both as a part 
of old economy companies as well as the Modern Trade .
Immediately prior to joining Reliance Industries Limited (Retail Business) Sudhir was a member of the Core Management Team at Shopper's Stop Limited 
–India's Premier Retail Organization .Sudhir's  responsibilities at Shopper's Stop Limited covered International Business Development and New Initiatives for the 
K Raheja Group of Companies(Promoters of Shopper's Stop Limited, Hypercity , Inorbit Malls etc ) .Sudhir has spearheaded the sign-ups & subsequent 
successful launches in India of Internationally renowned brands such as Mothercare of UK and M.A.C. /Clinique from the Estee Lauder Group of Companies.
In his assignment as the Vice President-Alliances & Partnerships and as a responsible member of the Senior Management Team ,he could lend his proven 
expertise to the multi faceted Industrial behemoth of India , Reliance Industries Limited, the single largest Private enterprise in India, to pursue aggressively it's 
forays into organized retail , setting new benchmarks in the Indian Retail scenario in the time to come ..
 
Sudhir has been instrumental in the sign ups of Reliance Retail's  Joint Ventures with Pearl Europe for Optical & Eyewear products , Acquisition of e Office 
Planet along with Office Depot of USA (Also signing up the Term Sheet for a Retail JV with Office Depot) , and a Pan India Exclusive Franchise alliance with the 
World's Finest Toys –Hamleys of UK . 
Sudhir was nominated by the Top Leadership of  Reliance Retail & Hamleys of UK three years ago as the Key Person for the Hamleys Business in INDIA and 
consequently head the Business in the country.

Sudhir Pai

Senior Vice President & Head of HAMLEYS Business (INDIA)  
Reliance Industries Limited (Retail Business)

Mr. Sunil Punjabi, a veteran in the media and entertainment industry for several years is currently heading Cinemax India Ltd as CEO. At Cinemax he shoulders 
responsibility that is all encompassing, which entails the company's growth from existing and new multiplexes but also gaming and malls. His rich experience in 
different system and process driven businesses and a global media exposure has helped Cinemax to add new feather in the cap.

Mr. Punjabi brings a mix of strategy and execution experience more than 13 years in Strategy - Film / TV, Cable & Satellite distribution, Film Production / Co-
production, Film Theatrical Distribution and Multiplexes, Digital cinema, and Home Entertainment from various leading Multinational and Indian companies and has 
successfully served at various management positions  prior to Cinemax. 

He was 'SVP - Business Development & New Media' in Sony Entertainment Television leading different divisions like Sports, Movie and Music TV channels, New 
media, Mobile Telephony and Syndication. With IPL, the concept of the Cricket channel to be distributed in India and global had a unique offering for the viewers valued 
at $2 bil. 

In past he has formed the JV between Twenty Century Fox and Star TV. He served at fox Star Studios India Pvt. Ltd specially focused on movie acquisition and deal 
structure, syndication - exploitation of movie rights across all platforms. He has worked on mega projects like Slumdog Milliionaire and My Name is Khan. 
Mr. Punjabi has had the privilege of working with some of the world's leading companies like Star TV, Sony Entertainment, Fashion TV, Zee TV and Fame India. Sunil's 
understanding of major content distribution platforms in India - Theatrical, TV, Home Entertainment, Music & Mobile/Internet has made him a turn-around expert. 
With his knowledge about fund raising and risk analysis in business opportunities, he has also handled Investment sizes from USD 5 million to USD 300 million. With 
his vision, passion for excellence and cross media platform experience he hopes to take Cinemax's corporate identity to next level of growth and ensure a revived and 
refreshing movie experience for all patrons.

Sunil Punjabi

Chief Executive Officer
Cinemax.
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Sundeep Malhotra is the Chief Executive Officer & founder of HomeShop18, India's first 24 hour home shopping channel and virtual retail enterprise from the 
Network18 group. He has successfully built leading home shopping TV channel and e-commerce business for Homeshop18. 

A veteran in the retail sector, Sundeep Malhotra conceptualized and established the home shopping industry in India, which today has become an accessible retail 
platform and credible retail avenue for shoppers and brands.  

Sundeep Malhotra has 20 years of retail and FMCG experience. Prior to Homeshop18, he was the Executive Vice President Sales for PepsiCo India. Earlier to Pepsi, he 
had a 5 year stint with Benetton India, as their Head Sales & Marketing for the Indian subcontinent and a 10 year stint with Bata India Ltd, across various functions 
from Brand Management to Retail Head.

In addition to this, Mr. Malhotra is currently the Co-Chairman of FICCI's Retail Committee. He has been recognized by numerous awards, in 2011 Asia Retail Congress 
has awarded him “CEO of Year 2011”among Asia's top 50 CEOs. He has also been felicitated with “INDIRA Super Achiever” Award 2010 by Indira Group of Institutes 
and many more. 

Sundeep Malhotra is an alumnus of the prestigious Delhi University. He earned his masters from AIMA Delhi. 

Sundeep Malhotra

Chief Executive Officer & Founder 
HomeShop 18 

Mr. Sanjay Vakharia has been associated with Spykar since its inception in 1992. He has been primarily responsible for the brand image that Spykar enjoys 
today & is accountable for the overall Marketing & Brand Communication strategies of the company. With a Master's Degree in Management, his sharp 
business acumen saw him rise from the position of Manager Marketing to Marketing Director. 

Prior to joining Spykar, he worked with Magna Publications as the Export Manager (Garments) wherein he was responsible for setting up the marketing network 
in the US & UK markets. Additionally, he was the Marketing Manager for their Toys & Games division. By 1992, he was heading the manufacturing and 
marketing of the denim company, Ragz. Mr. Vakharia then crossed the threshold & embarked his line of business with Spykar.

Spearheading Spykar Jeans foray into retail business, Mr. Vakharia has already set up 206 Exclusive Spykar Outlets and plans to expand further. Mr. Vakharia 
has been instrumental in setting up every tad bit about the store - right from the theme, décor, aesthetics, music, to the range of garments and accessories 
displayed. 

Having expertise on youth marketing, Mr. Vakharia recognizes the pulse of today's youth & has made 'Spykar' a synonym to ICONIC YOUTH PRODUCT. Having 
travelled extensively, Mr. Vakharia constantly strives to innovate in the business. These inputs have really propelled Spykar in to a truly world class denim 
brand, where the accent on quality of the garment never wavers to an ever wavering, fickle target audience. At the same time he has also managed to deliver a 
product that is easily distinguishable from the rest of the brands in HIGHLY COMPETITIVE denim market.

Sanjay Vakharia 

Director
Spykar 
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Mr. Sahil Malik, the M.D. of Da Milano, has elevated the brand from a family business perspective, to an international podium. Connoisseur of fashion luxury and 

travelling, he has complimented the balance between heritage collection and multiple launches within quarter season collections. While his education at NIFT has 

taught him the excellence of craftsmanship and its management, his distinct experience has enhanced the choice of launch at the stores. As in case, while pampering 

the affluent customers, who are in the realm of competitive international tastes, Da Milano has now become an aspiring brand.   

The entry in retail was initiated by Mr. Malik via the high streets of India—the Connaught Place and South Extension in Delhi. These are not only the flagship stores of 

the brand, but also are the tangible manifestations of his branding strategies, which Da Milano deserves. His aim was not only to cater to the affluent, but also to create 

a sense of brands among the growing bourgeoisie then, and the elite now! His vision, as seen with the growth of the brand pan India to about thirty two stores now, 

encapsulates the growth of retail structure; with presence in every distinguished mall of the country now, his is the grassroot contribution to the evolving   concept of 

branding in India.

Living his dreams in reality, Mr. Sahil Malik has elevated the experience of the customer expectations.  With designs from Italian state-of-art studio, he has enacted the 

blend of intensive traditional methods with latest technology. Nevertheless, amidst his extensive business plans, he is still a family man at heart.  In pioneering the 

balance between professionalism and family, Mr. Malik has not lost touch from high spirits and zeal in moments of life, such as even relishing aromas of Italian 

cuisine!

Sahil Malik

Managing Director 
Da Milano
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Sohail Patca managing director of RUFF (D.S. Corporation) is a Young, Enthusiastic and Multitasking individual with diverse interest in marketing, advertising, 
branding, retailing…… The company is overall managed by the Patca Brothers. Afzal Patca, Shabbir Patca, Naushad Patca and Riyaz Patca each of them being 
the four strong pillars for the  brand.

 D . S . Corporation is the flagship company of DEARSON group of companies engaged in manufacturing of garments since last 32years. The group started 
manufacturing party wear & formal coordinates way back in 1980. The group ventured in the field of casuals in 1995 under the Brand label of "RUFF". It was 
the first to recognize & satisfy the need of the hitherto neglected segment of kids wear aged 1-3 and 4-16. It has now also launched infant wear. 

Belonging to the Patca's next generation family Sohail Patca contributes to the futuristic development of the brand. His ever seeking ways to learn and maintain 
transparency has helped him develop a strong team work  His leadership has been significant in strengthening the visibility of the brand. Influenced by the witty 
marketing ideas of his uncle Riyaz patca Sohail is in sync with the company's exponential growth nationally & internationally.

Sohail Patca

Director
D S Corporation(Ruff Kids) 
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Mr. Sanjay Jhunjhunwalla, Managing Director, Turtle Limited, started the organization in 1993 after the successful completion of his graduation from St. 

Xavier's College. He has been responsible for the exceptional growth of the brand ever since its inception, and has been instrumental in providing direction to 

the growth of the company by bringing in modern manufacturing technology and superior quality fabrics as well as innovative brand building methods. 

A composed man by nature, Mr. Sanjay Jhunjhunwalla believes in quality in every aspect. He has been responsible for making Turtle synonymous with men?s 

fashion. An avid reader and an ardent fan of music, Mr. Jhunjhunwalla also conducts classes on personality development and is associated with several 

activities aiding in the well-being of the society. 

Sanjay Jhunjhunwala

Managing Director 
Turtle Ltd.

Shoaib Farooqi is a veteran in the apparel industry with over 3 decades of rich experience. He started his career with Coats Viyella and has been associated 

with Madura Fashion & Lifestyle since 1994. He played a crucial role in launching Peter England. As General Manager Sales he was at the forefront in setting 

up the entire distribution & retail network for Louis Philippe, Van Heusen, Allen Solly & Peter England each of which is a market leaders in its segment. After his 

stint as Vice President – Sales & Marketing he moved as the COO of Planet Fashion, international business and trade business for all Madura brands. He has 

conceptualized the successful launch of a new multi-brands retail concept called Planet Fashion Grande'.

Shoiab Farooqi 

Chief Operating Officer 
Planet Fashion
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Sunil Pathare “Led by heart, a doer” has been associated with Maxwell Industries for almost 2 decades now.  Joining Maxwell Industries, a company that owned 
powerful brands like VIP and Frenchie almost generic to the category had its own charm driving it forward.  Started by his father Mr. J.K. Pathare & his father's friend 
Mr. L.J. Reddy, where the founders had created powerful brand in a commoditized category through winning strategy, it was steep benchmark for Sunil to attain. Sunil 
J Pathare, the then newly joined Director of Maxwell Industries took the risk of not following this trend of just copying his idols but to go ahead and make his own rules 
and set the company to become a benchmark for the others to follow.  He has worked as Management consultant for well known companies of today in various parts 
of India, which helped him to understand the way the other companies of that time operated.  He had by then started believing in the JIT (Just in Time) & 5 S, ideas of 
the Japanese, which for those days was far ahead of its time in this category.

He joined Maxwell Industries in the year 1991 at the age of 21 years, when VIP was only a domestic name, broke the traditional product & market boundaries by 
exploring & entering new markets and setting a new trend of Branding, which for years traditionally was only a product.  Determined to take the company and its 
brands across the globe, he devoted his first few years in understanding the organization, the distribution network, structure of operation, supply chain management 
etc. As they rightly say no amount of money or education can suffice experience, today he has extensive experience in Marketing, production operation, Sales, 
Finance, Advertising, business start ups in various markets. Under his able stewardship VIP's flagship turned to exporting its intimate apparels to various countries 
with the help of 3 people working under him at that time and has been proud to have the company's brands carry the “Made in India” to many countries and made VIP 
a brand which is reckoned with Internationally, today. Maxwell Industries owns brands like VIP, Frenchie, Frenchie X, Feelings, Leader, Socks, Brat, Eminence. There 
are many more brands to come in the kitty.

Sunil Pathare 

Vice Chairman & MD 
Maxwell Industries Ltd.
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Mr Thomas Varghese, an engineering graduate from IIT Delhi and an AMP Harvard Alumni is the CEO of Aditya Birla Retail Limited. As Business Head of Aditya Birla 
Retail he oversees the growth of all formats across India.  ABRL has within a short span of 3 years emerged as one of India's foremost Supermarket & Hypermarket 
Retailer.

Mr. Varghese started his career as a Senior Management trainee with the DCM group and was with SRF Ltd. till 1989.  He also worked in senior capacity at Indian 
Organic Chemicals Limited and Indo Rama Synthetics.  He joined Grasim in 1999 as CMO (Chief Marketing Officer) of Grasim's Pulp and Fibre Business and has 
been instrumental in leading his team to assume a leadership position in the global VSF scenario.  In 2004 he moved to Head the large manufacturing complex of Pulp 
& Fibre in Harihar in Karnataka.

He was also instrumental in VSF's first M&A in China in 2006. 

In mid 2007 he moved as Business Head of the Pulp Operations in AV Birla Group looking after 5 Units viz. Grasim Industries Limited, Kumarapatnam (Pulp & Fibre 
Units), AV Cell, Canada, AV Nackawic, Canada & Birla Lao Pulp & Plantations Co., Ltd., Lao PDR.   

He is a recipient of Distinguished Alumnus (Pride of the Department) award of the Indian Institute of Technology, New Delhi in 2002 and also a recipient of the coveted 
Aditya Birla Group award of “Outstanding Business Leader” in 2004.  He is also a recipient of the Images Coca-Cola Golden Spoon Award for the “Most Admired 
Retailer in India (Food &Grocery) 2010”.   He was also awarded the Images award for India's “Most Admired Retail Professional of the Year” at IRF, 2010. 

He is on the Carbon Black Business Review Council presently and has also been actively involved in the Cement & Telecom Business by being a part of the Business 
Review Council for 3 years.  

He is the Chairman of the CII - National Committee on Retail and a member of  Services Council of CII.

Thomas Varghese

Chief Executive Officer 
Aditya Birla Retail
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 Vipul comes from India and has done his Post Graduation in commerce with advertising and marketing as a specialization in 1988. He further 
did a course in Public Relations. His career began as an Account executive in countries leading Advertising agency R K Swamy/ BBDO 
Advertising, Bangalore (India).

Vipul has spent about 23 years at work. He has worked with RK Swamy/ BBDO Advertising, Sahara India Mass Communication, MAA Bozell, 
UTV (United Television), Verisign India and Arvind Brands Ltd. He carries a hands on experience in Advertising, Public Relations, Event 
Management, Time & Space selling, Broadcasting (Live telecasts) on national channels.

At his stint in Sahara India Mass Communication he practiced journalism while heading company's South operations. At Sahara he also 
worked on setting up their Airline “Air Sahara's” operations. 

He is responsible to launch countries first digital signatures while in Verisign. He also launched some of the big retail brands Wrangler Jeans, 
Tommy Hilfiger, Nautica, Kipling, John Abraham Clothing Line and Jansport in India. 

Vipul, continues to Mentor Communication and Events and Heads Lee Marketing at VF Arvind Brands which markets leading apparel brands 
like Lee, Wrangler, Nautica and is one of the largest retailer in India. He launched country's first retail radio “Radio 1889” which can be heard in 
all Lee Stores which not only look the same but sound the same as well. 

Despite myriad responsibilities and travel, and manages to find the time to chase his passion of collecting classic cars and bikes.

Vipul Mathur

Head - Marketing
VF Arvind Brands

Vijay Bansal

Managing Director 
Cantabil International

At a time when world's top brands have stormed the fashion markets of India. One individual came from a modest town "Jind" Haryana in 2000 and created a brand 
that rose with prominence with a presence of 286 showrooms spread all across India. With diligence, innovative approach and astute entrepreneurial skills, Mr. Vijay 
Bansal has made a mark for his brand "Cantabil". A fashion brand that has even with its premium appeal is popular across the masses. Not following the text book 
marketing techniques, Mr. Bansal has relied on his instincts and close understanding of the youth segments of India. It is how, in a short span of time he has captured 
the markets with over 286 exclusive outlets all over India and all of them constantly crowded with customers. A fact also visible in a recognition that came his way in 
shape of Award from Consumers Forum for Best Quality and Design for the Year 2008 & Mr Vijay Bansal, was also honoured with Delhi Government's Delhi Udhyog 
Ratana ' Award, for his excellence in quality, design and consumer satisfactions. What is remarkable is that even at a tight market time, when most companies are 
laying off workers , Cantabil has not only retained its team over a 2500 work force, but, continues to hire more professional people.  The journey that started as a 
small business in garment accessories to a high profile brand of international stature has indeed been trail blazing. And this journey continues shining with 
prominence on the corporate, retail and business horizons of India. 

About Cantabil Retail India Limited: Cantabil Retail India Limited, one of the largest Value attire player of India knew for availing Italian fashion to Indian fashion lovers. 
Cantabil offers a complete wardrobe for the entire family. Cantabil Retail India Ltd has a wide presence with more than 286 stores of Cantabil across India..
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Lawrence & Mayo is a 135 year old company with a network of 80 stores across 30 cities in India providing quality eye care services, and products. Established in 
1877, L&M has always been a two division company in the businesses of Ophthalmic Optics & contact lens clinics and in the specialized technical field of 
Engineering, scientific & vacuum instruments. Lawrence & Mayo once used to cater to the Royalty with exquisite handcrafted eyewear, has since carved a niche for 
itself as India's leading dispensing optician, with diversification in scientific and industrial instrumentation. Vivek Mendonsa is the Marketing Director of Lawrence & 
Mayo. Vivek has been instrumental in gearing and expanding the company optical showrooms from 19 when he joined in 1992 to 80 till date and 13 instrument 
offices with a huge network spanning across 30 cities across India. He heads team strength of over 950 employees.

rdVivek, who is the 3 generation, is an Industrialist, who believes that the most important ingredient to achieve excellence and customer delight is undoubtedly, passion 
to offer the best service and the highest quality products. This can be achieved by nurturing, developing and empowering our people to find novel and superior 
methods of providing outstanding customer satisfaction. He has initiated unique grass level marketing activities such as eye testing programs conducted at various 
Schools, Colleges, Factories and Corporate Offices. We have covered nearly 250 organizations in a year across India. This was met with tremendous response and 
has proved to be a stupendous success.

On the Instrument Division front he coordinates in the promotional, marketing, seminars and and other promotional information on large project. With regards to 
customer enquiries he visits along with sales and service staff. The Instrument Division has for the past 3 years won the Pentax Award for Best Dealer. He is an ISO 
9001-2000 Lead Auditor who is responsible for commencing this practice in the company. He also looks after Marketing, Quality, and Optometry & CSR activities of 
Lawrence & Mayo.

Vivek Mendonsa

Marketing  Director 
Lawrence & Mayo
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Over 14 years in retail out of the 24 years of overall industry experience. Managing Director and CEO of Globus, Founder Director of the Retailers Association of India 
(RAI) and The Retailers Association's Skill council of India (RASCI). Has overseen the setting up and successfully expanding 35 store chain of specialty retail stores 
GLOBUS. Has a strong finance background, having spent 16 years handling various roles in finance before taking over as CEO of Globus in 2004. A Chartered 
Accountant by training and profession and also holds the Company Secretary and Cost Accountancy qualifications

Vinay Nadkarni

Managing Director & CEO
Globus 
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Virag Joshi, President & Group CEO of Devyani International Limited- RJ Corp is an F&B Retail Icon. Mr. Joshi has been instrumental in taking Pizza Hut, KFC and 
Costa Coffee brands to different parts of India, Nepal and Nigeria during last ten years.

In recent times, he has led Devyani International to different food formats at Mumbai, New Delhi and Hyderabad airports; in addition to launching a south Indian 
cuisine restaurant chain Vaango in contemporary setting. 

A passionate leader with proven credentials for building people centric and customer focused F& B chain, Virag Joshi has been a key player in rise of Dominoes Pizza 
in late 1990s. He earned his spurs in Taj Group of Hotels in early 1980s, where he grew to head coffee shops & restaurants later.   

Mr Joshi has been recipient of numerous national and international accolades, including Retail Icon Award by Asia Retail Congress 2010. He has also been only Asian 
in Pizza Hut Brand Council for last five years.

Virag Joshi

President & CEO
Devyani International

Vinod Jain, a person behind glamourizing steel and introducing it as a lifestyle product in India with the setting up of Magppie, India's leading premium home 
accessories brand. With an annual turnover of Rs 70 crores, Magppie today retails at more than 20 exclusive boutiques and over 100 MBO outlets in the country 

A pioneer in creating a market for high-end steel accessories, Vinod oversees the entire operations of the company including the design and product ranges that are 
produced under Brand Magppie. 

4 years back, Vinod  stepped into Modular Kitchens a booming sector in Indian market, under the same brand name,. With its state of the art manufacturing unit and 
designs from French , Italian and German designers, Magppie has a collection of finest and most practical modular kitchens for Indian consumer. A new introduction 
from the brand last year was Home Bar. 

After his graduation, Vinod worked for his family's steel business for 3 years, handling their sales office in Mumbai.  In 1998 he decided to follow his dreams and set 
up the first design studio for his company Magppie. Working against the preconceived idea that steel products were not lifestyle accessories, Magppie launched their 
design collection in India in 2000. By 2004, Magppie was retailing to the international market. 

A graduate from Kirori Mal College, Delhi University, Vinod today sits at the helm of a company that has changed the way people perceive steel accessories. Each of 
his products is a realization of his dream to create a brand that touches people and builds relationships. 

Vinod Jain 

Managing Director
Magppie 



FUN AND JOY AT WORK - 402, Savoy Chambers, Dattatraya Road, Santacruz Jn., Santacruz (West), Mumbai - 400 054

Tel:+91-22-2660 3124 Telefax: +91-22-2660 2500

E-mail: cfmm@vsnl.com / founder@worldcsrday.com

Website: www.indiasgrestest.com / www.funandjoyatwork.com 
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